Crofts Estate Agents Youth Football League
COVID-19 Quick Reference Guide
Venue & Address

Marshlands,
Louth Town JFC,
Main Road,
Saltfleetby,
Louth,
Lincolnshire,
LN11 7SS

Club Name
Club Covid Officer Name
Club Covid Officer Contact
Details

Louth Town JFC
Eddie Clark/Matthew Mansey/Peter Herriman
07824324160, 07506584866, 07896677237

INFORMATION FOR VISITING TEAMS AND MATCH OFFICIALS
Parking / Access to Venue
Items to include are where should visiting teams park, which entrance should they use, are there any one-way systems
in place, when can they arrive, how quickly do they need to leave afterwards?
All those using the ground facilities must park in the main car park to the front of the clubhouse. If full, they can park on the grass
overflow car park to the right of the clubhouse towards some of the junior grass pitches. Once parked, visitors must make their
way to their respective age group pitch at a social distance to others arriving, to ensure governmental social distancing measures
are adhered to.
Please leave immediately after the training session or match in a sensible manner, by safely returning to your parked car.

Toilet / Facilities
Items to include are where are the toilets located and how do you access them, how many people are allowed in the
buildings at any one time, any one-way system in place, what cleaning processes are in place
There is limited access to the clubhouse to all, unless required for toilet facilities or if the bar is open for refreshments. Team
Managers are responsible for those involved in their team’s fixture to abide by this training & matchday rule. Hand sanitiser
stations will be in the entrance of the main corridor of the clubhouse & in the toilet facilities, both male & female. Please
make your way to the toilets located to the left of the main lounge by following the one-way system within the clubhouse
building.

Information for Parents/Spectators
Items to include are where should spectators stand before, during and after the match has taken place, any out of
bounds areas, any other processes they need to follow on site
Those watching training sessions or matches should maintain social distance between each other. On matchdays, the team
manager will inform the away team manager of access to clubhouse facilities & where their parents/spectators are permitted to
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watch. To maintain social distancing measures… both sets of teams will set up their base at opposite ends of the pitch. Teams’
respective spectators should also keep at opposite ends of the pitch as well. See example risk assessment for diagram. This is for
everyone’s benefit to avoid close interaction between people to minimise the risk of transmission to keep people safe.

Information for Coaches
Items to include are where should coaches setup for pre-match warm ups, when can teams use goals for pre-match
warm ups, what procedures are in place for keeping equipment clean, where should coaches stand during matches
See above information. Coaches to set up their team areas on opposite sides of the pitch to maintain a safe distance to avoid
unnecessary social mixing.
No physical contact between opposing team managers or players should occur. Instead both teams are expected to hand
sanitise with gel &/or wipes.
Team talk discussions are permitted so long as a safe social distance between all involved is maintained. E.g. each player has
his or her own labelled cone. This is a player’s base for personal belongings & where they are permitted to sit or stand. They
should be held outdoors.
Warm ups are permitted with social distancing measures in place. E.g. each player starts on a certain cone keeping a safe
distance between themselves & others.
Where equipment is shared, equipment should be cleaned before use by another person. Participants should take their kit
home to wash it themselves, rather than have one person handling a large quantity.
Bibs should not be shared between individuals. All used equipment will be regularly washed between training sessions or
matches.

General Information for all participants
Items to include are what processes does this venue have for track and trace, who should they contact with any queries
before match day, how is risk being mitigated at this venue
Please refer to the full risk assessment for further information & guidance .We politely ask all participants, parents/spectators to
follow our club protocols as best as possible, seeking out further advice where needed.

Document completed by:
Date:

Eddie Clark/Matthew Mansey/Peter Herriman
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This document is a summary of the Club’s overall risk assessment for safeguarding against the transmission of Covid-19. A
copy of the club’s risk assessment can be found at www.croftsyfl.co.uk/covid
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